Evolutionary rescue: an emerging focus at the intersection between ecology and evolution
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There is concern that the rate of environmental change is now exceeding the capacity of many populations to adapt. Mitigation of biodiversity loss requires science that integrates both ecological and evolutionary responses of populations and communities to rapid environmental change, and can identify the conditions that allow the recovery of declining populations. This special issue focuses on evolutionary rescue (ER), the idea that evolution might occur sufficiently fast to arrest population decline and allow population recovery before extinction ensues. ER emphasizes a shift to a perspective on evolutionary dynamics that focuses on short time-scales, genetic variants of large effects and absolute rather than relative fitness. The contributions in this issue reflect the state of the field; the articles address the latest conceptual developments, and report novel theoretical and experimental results. The examples in this issue demonstrate that this burgeoning area of research can inform problems of direct practical concern, such as the conservation of biodiversity, adaptation to climate change and the emergence of infectious disease. The continued development of research on ER will be necessary if we are to understand the extent to which anthropogenic global change will reduce the Earth’s biodiversity.

1. The scope

Rates of biodiversity loss are greater than at any other time in human history. There is concern that the rate of environmental change is now exceeding the capacity of populations to adapt; in general, we do not know the conditions that will predict when contemporary evolution will intervene and preclude population extinction. There is also concern that rapid evolution may be involved in the emergence and spread of new infectious diseases, the perennial resistance of established diseases, and foster the colonization and invasion of exotic species transported by human trade. The factors that set the pace of short-term (less than 100 years) evolution in response to environmental change are known but current theory suggests that evolution may have either no effect, or enhance or even hamper long-term population persistence in the face of environmental change [1]. The aim of this special issue is to present our current understanding about when evolution can ensure population persistence over short time-scales. This particular eco-evolutionary outcome has been termed evolutionary rescue (ER): scenarios where evolution can reverse demographic threats due to environmental stress, and so prevent otherwise inevitable extirpation. Remarkably little is known about the prevalence of ER in nature, and even less about how to predict when it might occur. In part, this is because evolutionary biology has tended to ignore extinction prone populations,
2. Evolutionary rescue: concept and definition

Although the idea of ER has existed in the literature since at least Haldane [25], it was only recently formalized mathematically and become a focus for evolutionary biologists [12,13]. A growing number of papers have elaborated on the theoretical outcomes under a wide range of demographic and genetic systems [14,26] and have reported experimental tests of the assumptions and predictions of these models [16–20,27,28].

ER is broader than the idea of genetic rescue [29] because it emphasizes the demographic effects of genetic variation, whether the source of variation is via immigration (i.e. genetic rescue sensu stricto, [29,30]) or arises within a population by mutation. With various uses of the term population ‘rescue’ present in the ecological and evolutionary literature, we take the opportunity to briefly clarify the baseline definition as used in this special issue.

ER occurs when genetic adaptation allows a population to recover from demographic effects initiated by environmental change that would otherwise cause extirpation. Explicit in this definition is the idea that environmental change moves the population away from its fundamental niche to a set of conditions where few, if any, individuals in the population are capable of surviving and reproducing. Environmental change is thus a key component of ER, because it potentially drives population declines.

There have been two main scenarios of ER that have been particularly studied from a theoretical point-of-view. In the first, the population’s persistence is compromised by some abrupt environmental change [13], such as the addition of antibiotics to a bacterial population. In this case, the population must either have resistant variants present, or produce them rapidly if it is to recover and avoid extinction. In the second, evolution is necessary to keep track of a gradually changing environment [12], such as progressive climate warming, and failure to do so eventually compromises the population’s persistence. These two theoretical views of ER show interesting conceptual differences in (i) the type of environmental change (abrupt versus gradual), (ii) threat (an actual demographic deficit versus a risk of demographic deficit), and (iii) rescue pathway (returning to demographic balance versus avoiding demographic imbalance). Interestingly, ER might be harder to detect in the second situation (see discussion in [23]), because the demographic challenges may not be immediately observed (see [23] for the use of models to explore this question in an empirical system).

Other less studied forms of environmental change can be accommodated by this definition of ER, in particular low frequency periodic variation, stochastic variation with high variance or high autocorrelation [26]. Environmental vagaries may be sufficient in amplitude and duration to prevent apparently tolerant and fertile individuals from initiating a population recovery. ER is therefore a probabilistic process that may not occur even if appropriate phenotypic variation is present in the population.

Furthermore, rapid population decline is associated with a limited window of opportunity for individuals with appropriate phenotypic solutions to the novel environment to reproducte fast enough to begin population recovery. These viable individuals are the source of an incipient rescue event: they may exist at a low frequency in the declining population, but they also arise de novo by mutation or arrive by immigration from elsewhere, should the population be spatially structured (i.e. a metapopulation).

3. The objectives and themes of this issue

A special issue dedicated to ER has never been more opportune. Although a handful of articles have firmly established its theoretical basis, ER has not received widespread attention from theoreticians and empiricists. This situation is changing. Numerous research groups worldwide are currently studying ER from new angles. The theory is being extended to more complex scenarios of ecological and environmental change, new experiments and field data are appearing, and important new applications of the concept to conservation and the
realms of biological control and human health (e.g. microbial antibiotic resistance) are now recognized.

The idea for this special issue stemmed from a workshop held in Montpellier, France in 2011. The talks and discussions lead us to realize that the field was sufficiently mature to publish recent breakthroughs and syntheses in an integrated special issue. The issue has three facets: (i) conceptual and theoretical developments, (ii) experiments in the laboratory, and (iii) evidence from nature. By publishing these contributions together in this theme issue, we hope they will accelerate the development of the research on ER (figure 1).

Bell [31] situates the topic of ER within the historical context of the development of ideas in evolutionary biology. He reviews a diverse array of theoretical and empirical findings on the limits of adaptation. Among factors limiting adaptation, he discusses the demographic costs of natural selection and the lack of genetic variation in ecologically relevant traits, as initially indicated, respectively, by Haldane [32], and subsequently by Bradshaw [11]. Bell also argues that ER challenges how we view the process of adaptation. Population genetics has traditionally developed around the concept of relative fitness and ignored population dynamics; ER is about the demography of a population undergoing changes in absolute fitness. The conditions that lead to ER require that we combine population genetics, population dynamics and ecology. ER is also likely to depend on the presence of rare rescue genotypes that are able to withstand levels of stress lethal to most of the population, thus shifting our attention to the extremes of the fitness distribution, and raising many theoretical and empirical questions about the shape and the tails of the distribution in different environments and genetic backgrounds [33]. As found by several theoretical and empirical contributions to this issue, initial population size is a critical determinant of ER because larger size increases the likelihood of obtaining rescue variants, and allows more severe demographic decline to be sustained before the rescue variant emerges. Finally, Bell discusses the pace of habitat deterioration and how it sets the scope for ER: slow deterioration is more conducive to ER for diverse genetic and demographic reasons, which has recently been illustrated through experimental evolution [19].

ER can only occur if beneficial mutations not only become established but also rise in frequency to the point where they increase a population’s size and/or growth rate. An integrated approach to the fixation of new beneficial mutations and demographic rescue is taken by Martin et al. [21]. They generalize previous work [15] to broader demographic assumptions (in the absence of density dependence). The theory focuses on a single population confronted with a new environment that causes its decline, such as bacteria exposed to antibiotics. The basic problem is to compute the probability that such a population initially declining at rate \( r_0 < 0 \) is rescued from extinction by a mutant genotype with growth rate \( r > 0 \). A rescue genotype may be present at the onset of stress, or arise by mutation afterward. Martin et al. derive analytical predictions from stochastic population models, using branching processes and diffusion approximations. This new theory allows the integration of the probability of rescue over an arbitrary distribution of mutation effects on demographic parameters. Remarkably, the probability of rescue can be approximated in most cases by a similar expression, depending on the initial population size confronted with a stress, and a \( \text{per capita} \) rate of rescue that depends on the exact demographic and genetic scenario.

So far ER has been formalized by imagining genetic variants with positive growth rates rescuing a declining population in a stressful environment. Osmond & Mazancourt [34] study a different model where environmental stress affects the carrying capacity of the population, and genetic variants differ not by their growth rate at low density but by their equilibrium population size in the stressful environment (see also appendix in [35]). Despite different assumptions, Osmond & Mazancourt recover a number of conclusions of previous theory on ER: namely that rescue is more likely with large initial population size, larger mutation rates and moderate shifts in environmental conditions. Interestingly, they predict that intermediate levels of selection in the new environment maximize the probability of rescue, by allowing fast evolutionary responses without too much demographic cost. Finally, using a very general formulation, they provide explanations for why interspecific competition might sometimes impede ER, or sometimes accelerate it. Their model thus extends the range of demographic conditions used to study ER. Their study thus also raises questions requiring experiments: does genetic variation for different life-history traits affect the likelihood of rescue?
How is such genetic variation expressed at different densities? How can we experimentally discriminate between these situations? The theoretical study by Martin et al. [21] also shows that genetic variation affecting birth rates, mortality or variance in reproduction could potentially have distinct effects on ER. Thus, a detailed understanding of life-history variation seems to be necessary to quantitatively predict the probability of rescue.

Climate change imposes new adaptive challenges on natural populations. The process of adaptation and ER in this case is complicated by the fact that selection on genetic variation varies both in time, through yearly variation in climate and longer-term warming trends, and in space along latitudinal or altitudinal gradients. Climate change is in particular often modelled by imagining a shifting spatial gradient of selection [36–38]. Kirkpatrick & Peischl [39] address the question: ‘When and where do mutations occur that allow adaptation to environments that change in space and time?’ Specifically, they extend population genetics theory to mathematically study the probability of fixation of new beneficial mutations in changing environments. They remind us that population genetic models have provided key insights into this issue, but that there is lack of analytical results for environments that vary both in time and space. In this and a companion paper [40], Kirpatrick & Peischl [39] use mathematical approximations to derive simple analytical results for the cases of a single habitat that changes in time, a constant spatial gradient and a shifting spatial gradient. They show that whether a beneficial mutation becomes established is largely determined by chance events that occur in the first few generations after it appears. In an environment that changes in space and time, fixation further requires that the mutation occurs either near or in front of the region where it is currently favoured, and that it improves fitness enough to establish a travelling wave that advances along with the favourable habitat. They find an upper limit to the rate of environmental change, above which no mutation can become established. This rate is shown to be proportional to the mutation’s maximum fitness; it sets an absolute constraint on the opportunity of locally adapted mutations to contribute to ER. Although, Kirkpatrick & Peischl’s model does not describe the impact of new mutations on demography, it represents an important step in understanding the constraints on ER in more complex environments, when standing genetic variation for key ecological characters is not available and fixation of beneficial mutations is the main driver of adaptation.

Schiffers et al. [41] also model ER in the context of a spatio-temporally varying environment, examining the antagonistic effects of dispersal on the process of adaptation. They use an individual-based model to simulate a plant population confronted with the double challenge of adapting to increasing temperature through time and to fine-scale spatial heterogeneity in soil conditions. Dispersal in this scenario allows beneficial mutations conferring increased thermal tolerance to spread more quickly through space and rescue the population from extinction. However, dispersal also disrupts local adaptation to soil conditions imposing a demographic load depressing mean fitness, and thus compromising persistence. As a result, the probability of ER is maximized at some intermediate dispersal distance. Interestingly, some of the ER events they observed were ‘partial’, that is, only a limited range of sites in the metapopulation persisted in the long term after climate warming. In these cases, environmental change in one dimension of the niche (e.g. climate) results in the shrinkage of another dimension of the niche (local adaptation to some soil conditions is lost). More generally, this study illustrates the need to take into account the multivariate nature of adaptation: while other studies have shown that genetic correlations between traits can both accelerate or impede the evolutionary response to environmental change [38], the study by Schiffers et al. shows that evolution of genetically independent phenotypic traits can also interact through their effects on demography (here through their effect on gene flow).

An important theme in this special issue is the role phenotypic plasticity plays in modifying the likelihood of ER (see also [40]). Kovach-Orr & Fussman [42] investigated the potential effectiveness of genetic diversity and phenotypic plasticity in an inducible defence trait to allow ER within the context of a simple plankton food web. ER may occur at different trophic levels in this community context, and where it occurs may have different effects on dynamical stability and food web persistence. Their system is complex because it models direct and indirect trophic interactions and the two major sources of intraspecific variation mentioned above. Because of this a range of results emerge. Their basic findings are that plasticity promotes rescue more than genetically based mechanisms and that intraspecific variation tends to promote rescue when it occurs in the herbivore population alone. Their study builds on previous work showing the dynamical effects of evolutionary dynamics in plankton food webs [43], but takes the important step of showing that ER may play a role in the dynamics of complex communities.

Ferrire & Legendre [44] remind us that evolution by natural selection does not necessarily lead to increased prospects of persistence. For a range of situations where ecological interactions make selection frequency-dependent, evolution does not optimize any obvious quantity, including population size or growth rate. This means that, in addition to environmental degradation, evolution can take a population into a zone where extinction is more likely than were evolution not to occur. This is, in particular, the case in many ‘tragedy of the commons’ scenarios where selection favours more competitive genotypes increasing in density and frequency but compromising the persistence of the population as a whole. An extreme case of evolution acting against population persistence has been dubbed ‘evolutionary suicide’: situations where a population is deterministically driven to extinction by invasion of competitively superior, yet demographically lethal, genetic variants. Theoretical scenarios of evolutionary suicide have been predicted to occur when there are Allee effects, but clear empirical examples remain scarce. More generally, Ferriere & Legendre highlight that the adaptive dynamics approach, by taking into account the feedbacks between ecology and evolution which generate frequency dependence, can reveal when ER is more complex than a simple race between environmental deterioration and genetic improvement: genetic changes may fail to rescue a population from extinction not because they are not fast enough, but because they aggravate the consequences of environmental change. Contrary to the baseline predictions of ER theory, small population sizes and/or low genetic variation for traits, such as dispersal or cooperation, may in theory actually help a population resist evolutionary suicide and escape ‘evolutionary traps’. Empirical tests of
the prevalence of these scenarios in populations under environmental stress are needed.

The contributions of this special issue thus illustrate how the theory of ER has recently expanded and became more sophisticated by incorporating density and frequency dependence, diverse patterns of spatial and temporal variation in selection, plasticity and community interactions. In order to make progress towards incorporating ER in forecasts of future biodiversity loss, we need models to be empirically validated and tested. Experimental evolution offers a powerful opportunity to study ER in well-replicated experiments. Yet, to facilitate the quantitative comparison between models and data, theoretical predictions should use empirically measurable parameters. Models also need to account for certain peculiarities of experimental populations, such as overlapping generations for microbes, bottlenecks during transfers, low levels of polymorphism, asexual reproduction, etc. The model presented by Martin et al. [21] attempts to make a step in this direction. Remarkably, they are able to compare their mathematical predictions with experimental data. They evaluate the fit of their model by using data from previous experiments, one on bottlenecked populations of yeast subject to salt stress [18], and the other on declining bacterial populations exposed to antibiotics [45]. They also suggest several experimental perspectives to refine the quantitative comparison of their models with data.

Gonzalez & Bell [46] extend their recent series of experiments on ER [18,19] to consider the importance of historical selection. Using high throughput, robot-based methods, in experimental evolution, they study the ability of two species of yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Saccharomyces paradoxus) to adapt to a gradient of salinity over many generations, and then examine whether adaptation to chronic salt stress facilitated ER following transfer to concentrates of salt lethal to the ancestor. They found that the species differed in their capacity to adapt to chronic salinity, and S. cerevisiae adapted to higher salt concentration than S. paradoxus. The probability of ER was positively correlated with salt concentration for S. cerevisiae, but negatively correlated for S. paradoxus. This is the first indication that the probability of ER was an indirect response to historical selection.

Chevin et al. [47] like Kovach-Orr & Fussman [42], make the important point that the fate of a population in a changing environment can be affected by phenotypic plasticity (where the phenotype of a given genotype changes with its environment of development) and that this may alter the likelihood of ER. Phenotypic plasticity may also evolve in response to selection further complicating the task of attributing demographic rescue to genetic adaptation, most especially under field conditions where population replication is limited, environmental conditions are not easily controlled, and the measuring of selection and inheritance of traits affecting fitness is difficult at best. Chevin et al. [48] summarize the findings from an augmented theory of ER that incorporates plasticity, and that predicts that plasticity is likely to foster ER if (i) plasticity is initially adaptive because it decreases the severity of effects stemming from environmental change and (ii) because evolution of plasticity can accelerate adaptation. They argue that experimental evolution in the laboratory is the most promising place to start to test this theory. The article closes with some open questions requiring further research and some suggestions for how to test them with an experiment and the most appropriate model organism.

Moving from theory and experimental evolution, Vander Wal et al. [22] review evidence for ER in wild vertebrate populations. Their first conclusion is that such evidence is scarce and documented cases of ER restricted to short-lived fecund animals with large population sizes, such as rats and rabbits when confronted with attempts at eradication using pathogens and pesticides. Still, there is now building evidence of genetic changes in wild vertebrate populations tracking environmental change, even though the consequences of such adaptive tracking, or lack thereof, on population persistence are rarely documented [49]. Conversely, there are now several cases of successful genetic rescue in the wild, where artificial introduction of genetic diversity through immigration helped populations rebound from dangerously low numbers. Mechanisms of rescue are then thought to reduce inbreeding depression and deleterious mutation accumulation, and it is open to discussion whether it is desirable to include such instances as special cases of ER. Absence of clear evidence for ER in species of conservation concern could be explained by the difficulty of tracking genetic changes in wild populations and, in parallel, evaluating the demographic consequences of such changes for persistence. However, spontaneous ER is unlikely to save small, genetically depauperate populations of organisms with long generation times, facing many simultaneous threats, as is typically the case for endangered species. ER cannot be seen as a panacea to solve the many threats on biodiversity. Yet, Vander Wal and colleagues defend the idea that research on ER could still profitably inform conservation biology of vertebrate populations by (i) drawing attention to the necessity to preserve evolutionary potential (combining its demographic and genetic components) in large populations confronted with fast changing environments, (ii) stimulating innovative interventions to foster increased evolutionary potential in rare endangered species, in a manner similar in spirit to genetic rescue. To achieve these goals, they propose a research programme mapping genotypes, phenotypes, demography and fitness and offer different priorities for research depending on the conservation issue.

In the spirit of such a research programme, Gienapp et al. [49] used data from a long-term field study and powerful modelling approach to estimate the critical rate of climate change beyond which micro-evolution of breeding time in the great tit (Parus major) would be insufficient to prevent population decline and extirpation. This article shows the unique value of long-term population studies. With it they were able to obtain the genetic, ecological and demographic data required to parametrize a stochastic dynamic programming model to predict the optimal breeding time (trait under selection) of great tits in the future, and a survival model to predict future egg-laying dates as a function of temperatures predicted by various climate change scenarios. With this information, they parametrized two theoretical evolution models, to predict the critical rates of environmental change likely to prevent ER. The bottom line is that even with phenotypic plasticity, mild rates of climate change would approach the critical rate, and scenarios close to the upper limit of the IPCC climate change projections would exceed the critical rate for population persistence.

Paralleling the prediction that past evolution should affect the probability of contemporary ER [46], past niche evolution might be expected to influence species’ responses to global change. To test this idea, Lavergne et al. [50] used a large
dataset on more than 400 European bird species that combined information on phylogeny, contemporary demographic trends, life history, habitats, and trophic and climatic niches to identify species and lineages that have shown either niche conservatism or niche evolution. Past rates of evolution were compared among species with declining, increasing or stable population sizes in recent decades. They found that species and lineages characterized by a history of rapid niche evolution could be more resilient to current-day global changes than species that have experienced slower niche evolution. This study is a first step in linking macroevolutionary and microevolutionary patterns and provides a promising way forward to incorporate ER into forecasts of biodiversity change at broad geographical and taxonomic scales.

Gandon et al. [51] provide a thorough review of evolutionary epidemiology theory that can contribute to our understanding of ER. They emphasize that ER is likely to be a recurrent and widespread feature of the co-evolutionary dynamics of hosts and pathogens. When a pathogen is exposed to a new host, an epidemic might occur even if its dynamics of hosts and pathogens. When a pathogen is exposed to a new host, an epidemic might occur even if its basic reproduction rate $R_0 < 1$ initially, because mutations might arise that make $R_0 > 1$ before extinction occurs. Thus, there is a race between the process of extinction and the process of adaptation to the new host. There is ‘evolutionary emergence’ of a new disease in the host population when the pathogen wins the race. Evolutionary epidemiology theory has been developed to identify the key factors that govern the probability of evolutionary emergence. In effect, much of this theory is relevant to ER. Insights gained by exploiting the analogy between the evolutionary emergence of pathogens and general ER will help us understand the effect of migration and reintroductions (here there are direct links with theory of adaptation to sink habitats), the effect of life history (the same growth rate $r_0 < 0$ can be realized by very different life histories and that life history may influence which rescuing $r > 0$ value can be reached by mutation), the effect of host (habitat) heterogeneity and the effect of the mutation process (distribution of fitness effects, distribution of life-history effects and mutation rates).

Gomulkiewicz & Shaw [23] close with a challenge: can recent theoretical and experimental results be extended to inform when natural populations will undergo ER if faced with novel environmental conditions? Their article addresses how this might be made possible. The main obstacle to this is the study of long-lived organisms, because low replication and multiple interacting selective pressures limit the power to infer the genetic basis of the changes in absolute fitness responsible for a putative ER event. An important solution involves coupling long-term field studies with carefully parametrized eco-evolutionary models [49,52]. But even then, an environmental event is required to drive population decline and elicit ER, the likelihood of which may be low. Field experiments involving controlled and sustained environmental pressure conditions coupled with relatively fast reproducing wild populations of animals (e.g. Poeciliid fishes, or small rodents such Peromyscus sp.) or plants (e.g. aquatic plants in the genus Lemna) will be required to demonstrate the conditions leading to ER in nature. Field evidence will identify conditions that can be used for the management of wild populations, including those of conservation value, and those that are not, such as invasive species.

4. Concluding thoughts and future steps

This special issue provides an interesting vantage point to survey promising future directions for the research programme on ER. Contributions to the issue consistently show the value of linking theoretical and experimental methods. Theoretical models have used widely different techniques and assumptions, each with their own merits and drawbacks, but despite this the theory of ER has now provided a core set of conclusions upon which to build. To date, the common prediction is that ER is an unlikely outcome for natural populations, because rescue is most likely in large populations under moderate rates and magnitudes of environmental change, and persistence is not necessarily increased by higher levels of variation in traits linked to fitness [1,44]. It remains to be seen how robust this conclusion is when major assumptions are relaxed and when greater ecological and evolutionary complexity is incorporated into the models. Interesting biological questions that have been little explored from a theoretical point-of-view include the effect of mating system [53], age structure and dispersal mode [54] on the probability of ER. We also need to further our theoretical understanding of general effects of biotic interactions. Finally, we need operational predictors of when adaptation will promote persistence or compromise it.

A first wave of experimental tests of this theory is underway, but for the most part they have been restricted to the laboratory. The laboratory constitutes a promising ‘halfway house’ between mathematical models and field experiments. Experimental evolution has already yielded valuable insights about how different forms of environmental change and population parameters (e.g. population size and genetic variation) may contribute to the probability of ER [18,19]. A new generation of laboratory experiments can provide guidelines for new theory. Some issues for experimental evolution to tackle include:

- Experiments are needed to reveal the genetic mechanisms (e.g. changes in genome size, gene expression and regulation, mutation rate) and the developmental phenotypic plasticity in key traits responsible for changes in fitness that underlie the demographic recovery associated with ER. High throughput and real-time sequencing techniques coupled to new approaches in phenomics [55] are now making this goal a possibility.

- Tests of quantitative theoretical predictions using models tailored to the empirical system. Martin et al. [21] and Gienapp et al. [49] in this issue point to progress in this direction. Tighter links between models and experiments will improve the applicability of current theory beyond the laboratory. Better models will lead to more accurate predictions. In most cases, we will be entirely reliant on models to identify critical rates of environmental change, where and when populations are most likely to be at risk of extinction and thus most in need of management to foster a rapid adaptive response and recovery by ER.

- Ultimately ER occurs within the context of a complex biotic environment and so experiments that incorporate multispecies interactions in micro- or mesocosms are needed to guide the new theory in this context. To incorporate more trophic complexity, experiments should be extended to rapidly reproducing plants (e.g. Arabidopsis...
and *Lemna* and animals (e.g. *Daphnia* and *Drosophila*). This development will also allow experiments with organisms of sufficient complexity to allow tests of ER theory with organisms more akin to those of conservation concern. It would then be a small step to experiments and sustained genetic monitoring of 56 of populations in the field; this would provide much needed tests of the applied value of ER for biodiversity conservation, restoration of ecosystem function and services, disease management and pest control [23].

We believe the tight links between theory and experiments evident in this special issue will provide the firmest basis for rapid progress in the ongoing synthesis between ecology and evolution: this is necessary if we are to understand the extent to which anthropogenic global change will reduce the Earth’s biodiversity.
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